Quartz That Looks Like Carrara Marble: Finding the Best
Options
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Carrara marble is often recognized as one of the most beautiful natural stones in the world. The stone can be
found in an aesthetically pleasing range of whites and grays and contains beautiful veining. The stone is
highly desired by homeowners who are looking for marble countertops.
But while that is the case, some homeowners prefer quartz countertops over marble. This is because quartz
countertops can offer the look of marble and low maintenance requirements. This guide will help you find
the best types of quartz that look like Carrara marble.

What is Quartz?
Quartz is an engineered stone made by combining roughly 90 percent ground natural quartz with around 10
percent polyresin. These numbers will vary slightly based on different brands, like Caesarstone,
Silestone, Pental, etc.
Quartz has become one of the most popular countertop options on the market. It is also a popular material
for backsplashes, kitchen island tops and other home surfaces as well. Whether it is a kitchen countertop,
bathroom vanity top or any other quartz surface in the home, you can expect it to be beautiful and durable.

What Types of Quartz Look Like Carrara Marble?
If you are searching for a type of quartz that resembles the beautiful Italian marble, you are in luck. There
are several beautiful types of quartz that will give you that Carrara marble look that you want. The best
options you have are explained in detail below.

Vena Carrara Quartz
Vena Carrara quartz will bring a soft feel to your space. This gorgeous white quartz has a slight amount of
gray veins present. Regardless of where you install it, Vena Carrara is one of the best quartz slabs you can
find to imitate Carrara marble.

5141 Frosty Carrina Caesarstone Quartz
The white background of this incredible quartz is accompanied by gray veins that run consistently
throughout the slab, similar to the natural marble that it is meant to look like. It is an ideal choice to
complete any white kitchen or to contrast with darker colored elements in a room.

Carrara Pental Quartz

Carrara Pental quartz wonderfully resembles natural Carrara marble. If you are searching for not only quartz
that looks like Carrara, but a white quartz countertop in general, this material can be just what you are
looking for.
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Why Choose Quartz Countertops?
While marble is a timeless classic when it comes to building materials, quartz has quite a bit of positive
qualities of its own. As mentioned above, quartz can be created to mimic the look of natural stone,
from Carrara marble to Calacatta marble and everything in between. Quartz countertops are also durable,
stain resistant, easy to clean and do not require sealing. If you are looking for a countertop material that is
not as high maintenance as marble, you should surely consider these engineered stone countertops.

What Are Some Other Marble Lookalike Options?
Quartz is not the only surface that can imitate the appearance of marble. There are options like cultured
marble and laminate, though it should be noted that quartz is of better quality than the other options you will
find.
Perhaps you find yourself in between wanting Carrara marble countertops but desiring a material that is
easier to care for. If this is the case, choosing quartz can be ideal for you. The types of quartz examined
above will allow you to have the Carrara marble look while enjoying the benefits that quartz provides. By
reviewing this guide, you can narrow down your search for a type of quartz that looks like Carrara marble,
and in turn, find your beautiful new countertops.

